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Abstrat. This paper deals with a generalization of the lassial Choquet theorem. We on-sider metri spaes whih are endowed with an abstrat notion of onvexity. Convex ombi-nations are obtained by the solutions of variational inequalities. A generalized Krein-Milmantheorem is derived from our Choquet theorem. We end with an example based on hyperboligeometry.Keywords: Abstrat onvexity in metri spaes, Choquet theorem, Krein-Milman theorem,hyperboli geometryAMS subjet lassi�ation: Primary 46A55, 52A 07, seondary 52A 30, 52A40, 52A 41,52A551. Motivation and introdutionLet M be a onvex subset of a normed linear spae (E; k � k), let a; b 2 E and � 2 [0; 1℄.The element z = (1� �) a+ � b of M ful�ls the variational inequalitykz � uk � (1� �)ka� uk+ �kb� uk (u 2M): (1:1)This inequality an be reformulated: De�ne a measure � := (1� �) Æa + � Æb, where Æaand Æb denote the Dira measures of a and b, respetively, and note that the set ex (K)of extreme points of the onvex and ompat line segment K = [a; b℄ onsists preiselyof a and b: kz � uk � Zex(K) kt� uk d�(t) (u 2M): (1:2)By the lassial Choquet theorem (see R. R. Phelps [10℄), inequality (1.2) has a gener-alization to arbitrary ompat onvex sets K �M . More preisely, if K �M is onvexand ompat, then every z 2 K is assigned to a representing probability measure �zsuh that kz � uk � Zex(K) kt� ukd�z(t) (u 2M): (1:3)For an arbitrary metri spae (M;d), S. Doss [4℄ has introdued the notion of amean B�(a; b) of a; b 2M (and � 2 [0; 1℄) byB�(a; b) = nx 2M : d(x; u) � (1� �) d(a; u) + � d(b; u) (u 2M)o: (1:4)T. Okon, Inst. Anal., Fahrihtung Math. und Naturwiss. der Teh. Univ., D-01062 DresdenISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



304 T. OkonThis mean neither must be non-empty nor must be a singleton: Consider the spherialspae and Example 1 in Setion 4, respetively. M. Fr�ehet [7℄ asked whether this mean(he alled the elements of B�(a; b) generalized means) is a singleton in every Banahspae. S. G�ahler and G. Murphy [5℄ showed that B�(a; b) is a singleton in every normedlinear spae and they gave a omplete haraterization of the metri d being indued bya norm. W. Takahashi [15℄ assumed non-emptyness of B�(a; b) and onsidered metrispaes with a onvex struture indued by a seletor of the means. He used this togeneralize the �xed point theorems of F. Browder and W. A. Kirk for non-expansivemappings (see [15℄ and the referenes therein). The developement ontinued by severalauthors (see, e.g., M. D. Guay, K. L. Singh and J. H. M. Whit�eld [6℄, B. E. Rhoades,K. L. Singh and J. H. M. Whit�eld [11℄, L. A. Talman [16℄, and I. Beg and A. Azam [2℄).More general onepts of onvexity an be found in C. D. Horvath [9℄ and A. Wiezorek[17, 18℄. For general referene to abstrat onvexity see V. P. Soltan [14℄ and I. Singer[13℄.Our onsiderations are based on an a priori arbitrary set-valued seletor of Doss'mean. Setion 2 supplies basi de�nitions related to onvexity in metri spaes and somebasi results we need. Setion 3 ontains the main result whih is a diret extension ofinequality (1.3) and, therefore, in some sense a Choquet theorem. As a orollary we geta theorem of Krein-Milman type. Setion 4 illustrates the results by two examples.2. Notation and basi oneptsM denotes always the underlying set of a metri spae (M;d). By 2M we denote thepower set ofM . By maps we mean set-valued maps with non-empty values. If the valueof a map is a singleton, we indentify the singleton and its element. Purely single-valuedmaps are alled funtions. By a funtional we mean a real-valued funtion.For a ompat set ; 6= K �M the spae of all ontinuous funtionals on K endowedwith the supremum norm is denoted by C(K). The topologial dual of C(K), the spaeof all �nite signed Radon measures on K, is denoted by M(K). An element � ofM(K) is onsidered both as measure and funtional. Espeially, �(K) = �(1) is thetotal mass of �. Here, 1 denotes the funtional with onstant value 1. M+(K) andM+1 (K) denote the positive and probability measures inM(K), respetively. Espeially,Æx (x 2 K) denote the Dira measures on K. Reall that C(K) is a lattie and thatevery � 2 M+(K) is a positive operator with norm k�k equal to �(1).The basi onept of the following expositions is to onsider a seletor of Doss'mean. This seletor indues a onvex struture on the underlying metri spae (M;d).To simplify notation, throughout this paper the seletor under onsideration is alledonvex struture, too. To be more preise we giveDe�nition 1. A map E : [0; 1℄�M �M ! 2M is alled onvex struture if for alla; b 2M , � 2 [0; 1℄ and x 2 E(�; a; b) the variational inequalityd(x; u) � (1� �) d(a; u) + � d(b; u) (u 2M) (2:1)holds.



Choquet Theory in Metri Spaes 305Diret onsequenes of inequality (2.1) areE(0; a; b) = a and E(1; a; b) = b: (2:2)Every x 2 E(�; a; b) lies between a and b in the metri sense. Preisely, we haved(a; x) = � d(a; b) and d(b; x) = (1� �) d(a; b): (2:3)Indeed, in (2.1) onsider u = a and u = b. Then (2.1) reads as d(x; a) � � d(b; a) andd(x; b) � (1� �) d(a; b), respetively. Appliation of the triangle inequality to the left-hand sides of these estimates supplies the inverse estimates. Notie also that if a 6= b,we have � = d(a; x)d(a; b) = 1� d(b; x)d(a; b)for any x 2 E(�; a; b).In the following we suppose the existene of a onvex struture on the metri spae(M;d). We �x one of this strutures and denote it by E. In partiular, we supposethat E has non-empty values, i.e., for any a; b 2 M and � 2 [0; 1℄ inequality (2.1) hasat least one solution.De�nition 2. A funtional f : M ! R is alled onvex if for all a; b 2M , � 2 [0; 1℄and x 2 E(�; a; b) f(x) � (1� �)f(a) + �f(b); (2:4)and it is alled onave if �f is onvex. The funtional f is alled aÆne if it is onvexand onave. If in (2.4) equality holds for � 2 f0; 1g or a = b only, we all f stritlyonvex or stritly onave, respetively.If the funtionals f; g are onvex, so is f + g. If f is onvex and � is a positive(negative) real salar, then �f is onvex (onave). If (f) is a family of onvex (onave)funtionals whih is bounded from above (below), then sup f is onvex (inf f isonave).By C(M) we denote the set of all ontinuous funtionals f : M ! R, and byC(M) we denote all ontinuous funtionals f : M ! R whih are onvex. So A(M) =(�C(M)) \ C(M) is the set of all ontinuous aÆne funtionals. By (2.1) we havefd(�; u) : u 2Mg � C(M). Therefore C(M) separates M .An analogue of a theorem of Herv�e, see e.g. [1℄, shows that ompatness of (M;d)is suÆient for the existene of a ontinuous stritly onvex funtional.Theorem 1. Let the metri spae (M;d) be ompat. Then there exists a ontinu-ous stritly onvex funtional on M .Proof. Choose a dense sequene (xn) in M . The funtional f : M ! R de�ned byf(x) = 1Xn=1 2�nd(x; xn) (x 2M)is ontinuous and onvex. Suppose that f is not stritly onvex, i.e., there are di�erenta; b 2M , � 2 (0; 1) and x 2 E(�; a; b) suh that f(x) = (1� �)f(a) + �f(b). Thend(x; xn) = (1� �) d(a; xn) + � d(b; xn) (n 2 N):Now we get a ontradition by onsidering a subsequene (xnk) of (xn) that onvergesto x



306 T. OkonAll onstant funtionals are aÆne. In general nothing an be stated about theexistene of non-onstant aÆne ontinuous funtionals. However, if there are enoughfuntionals to separate M , we an stop here for the following reason:Theorem 2. Let (M;d) be a ompat metri spae. If A(M) separates the pointsof M , then the onvex struture E is neessarily a funtion, i.e. single-valued, and thereexists an aÆne embedding of (M;d) into a loally onvex linear spae.Proof. A(M) is a linear spae over the salar �eld R. Let P be the algebrai dualof A(M) endowed with the linear topology indued by pointwise onvergene. De�ne� : M ! P by �(x)(f) = f(x) (f 2 A(M); x 2 M). The map � is aÆne, i.e., forall a; b 2 M and � 2 [0; 1℄ we have �(x) = (1 � �)�(a) + ��(b) for all x 2 E(�; a; b).Sine A(M) seperates the points of M , � is injetive and E must be single-valued. �is ontinuous and a bijetion onto its image. So, by the ompatness of (M;d), � is anembeddingDe�nition 3. Let the funtional f : M ! R be bounded from below or above.We all the funtionals ef and bf de�ned byef(x) = n sup'(x) : ' 2 C(M); ' � fo (x 2M)and bf(x) = n inf '(x) : ' 2 �C(M); f � 'o (x 2M)the lower envelope and upper envelope of f , respetively.A lower envelope is always a onvex funtional and an upper envelope a onavefuntional. If f is bounded, then ef is lower semiontinuous and bf is upper semiontin-uous. Espeially, for bounded f both ef and bf are measurable and �( ef) as well as �( bf)are de�ned for any � 2 M(K).The proof of the following lemma an be arried through as in the linear setting,for whih we refer to E. M. Alfsen [1: Proposition I.1.6℄.Lemma 1. Let the funtionals f; g : M ! R be bounded from above and � � 0.Then:(i) �f = � bf .(ii) [f + g � bf + bg.(iii) bf = ��f�f�.De�nition 4. A subset A �M is alled onvex (with respet to the given onvexstruture E) if E([0; 1℄ � A � A) � A. The onvex hull, in symbols onv (A), of Ais the smallest onvex subset of M that ontains A. I.e., onv (A) = \�B : A �B and B onvex	.So a neessary ondition that a subset A ofM is onvex is that the onvex strutureE of M restrited to [0; 1℄�A� A is a onvex struture for A.



Choquet Theory in Metri Spaes 307De�nition 5. Let ; 6= K � M be onvex. A point x 2 K is alled an extremepoint (with respet to E) of K if, for all a; b 2 K and � 2 (0; 1), x 2 E(�; a; b) impliesa = x = b. By ex(K) we denote the set of all extreme points of K.We arrive at our last preliminary lemma.Lemma 2. Let f 2 C(K) be stritly onvex. Then the measurable set f bf = fg isontained in ex(K).Proof. The measurability of f bf = fg results from the upper semiontinuity of bfand the ontinuity of f . To prove the inlusion let x =2 ex(K). Then there are di�erenta; b 2 K and � 2 (0; 1) suh that x 2 E(�; a; b). We alulatef(x) < (1� �)f(a) + �f(b) � (1� �) bf(a) + � bf(b) � bf(x):So x annot be an element of f bf = fg3. Main resultsLet ; 6= K �M be a ompat onvex subset of M .3.1 A Choquet type theorem. The main result of our expositions is a generalizationof the variational inequality (1.3) and the lassial Choquet theorem (see R. R. Phelps[10℄).Theorem 3. For all z 2 K there exists �z 2 M+1 (K) suh that'(z) � Zex(K) '(t) d�z(t) (' 2 C(M)): (3:1)Remark. We note at this point that there is no need to show that ex(K) is ameasurable subset of K with respet to the Borel �-algebra indued by the restritionof d to K. Preisely, the measure �z above is indued by an element of M+1 (K) andde�ned on the trae �-algebra on ex (K).The proof of the above theorem is given at the end of this setion. We need somealulations beforehand.Lemma 3 to Corollary 2 below an be easily proved by adapting the expositionsgiven in Alfsen's monograph [1℄ to our nonlinear setting. However, to keep the paperself-ontained we outline the proofs.Set P(K) := C(K)� C(K).Lemma 3. P(K) is a real lattie in C(K) and, by the theorem of Stone, dense inC(K).Proof. By the remarks following De�nition 2, P(K) is a real linear spae. Constantfuntionals belong to C(K), so they belong to P(K). The funtionals d(�; u) (u 2 K)



308 T. Okonbelong to P(K), too, and they separateK. Sine C(K) is losed under forming supremaand, for f; g; h; i 2 C(K),supff � g; h� ig = supff + i; g + hg � (g + i)infff � g; h� ig = (f + h)� supfg + h; f + ig;the hypotheses of the Stone theorem are full�lled and, therefore, P(K) is dense in C(K)We de�ne a partial order � on M(K), the dual of C(K), by� � � :() �(f) � �(f) (f 2 C(K))for �; � 2 M(K). Indeed, � is a partial order: reexivity and transitivity are obviousand antisymmetry follows from the foregoing lemma.To motivate the following de�nition notie that if (3.1) holds for a measure �1 2M+1 (K) (with integration over the whole spae K instead of ex(K)) and there exista; b 2 K, � 2 (0; 1) and x 2 E(�; a; b) suh that �1(fxg) > 0, then for the measure�2 := �1 + �1(fxg)�(1� �) Æa + � Æb � Æx) inequality (3.1) also holds and, furthermore,�1 � �2 and �2(fxg) = 0. Obviously, x does not belong to ex(K), so we an in someway say that �2 has its mass more near to ex(K) than �1. As a matter of fat we willsee that measures for whih (3.1) holds are to be found among the maximal elementsof the partial order �.So it is natural to giveDe�nition 6. A measure � 2 M+(K) is alled a boundary measure, if it is maximalwith respet to �.Note that a neessary ondition for two measures �1 and �2 to be omparable withrespet to � is that they have the same total mass: �1(1) = �2(1).The existene of maximal elements follows from Zorn's Lemma:Theorem 4. Let � 2 M+(K). Then there exists a boundary measure � 2 M+(K)suh that � � �.Proof. We onsider M� := f� 2 M+(K) : � � �g as a partial ordered subsetof the dual of C(K). To apply Zorn's Lemma let N be a hain in M�. This hain isrelatively weak�-ompat and it turns out that the weak�-aumulation points of N areupper bounds of N in M�. Zorn's Lemma provides the existene of maximal elementsin M� whih are maximal in M+(K), too, and therefore, boundary measuresIn the speial ase of a Dira measure the above theorem reads asCorollary 1. For every z 2 K there exists a boundary measure �z 2 M+1 (K) suhthat Æz � �z.It remains to show that the mass of the measure �z of the last orollary is onen-trated on the extreme points of K. We start with



Choquet Theory in Metri Spaes 309Theorem 5. Let � 2 M+(K) and f 2 C(K). Then there exists � 2 M+(K) suhthat � � � and �(f) = �( bf).Proof. Consider the funtional � : C(K)! R de�ned by�(g) = �(bg) (g 2 C(K)):By Lemma 1, � is subadditive and positive homogeneous. De�ne v : span(f) ! R bythe linear extension of �jffg. It turns out that v is dominated by the sublinear funtional�jspanffg. By the Hahn-Banah theorem there exists a linear extension � : C(K)! Rof v whih is dominated by �. Preisely,�(f) = �( bf)and �(g) � �(bg) (g 2 C(K)): (3:2)Note that for g 2 �C(K) we have bg = g and 0 2 �C(K). Let 0 � g 2 C(K). Then�g � 0 and �g � 0. So �(g) = ��(�g) � ��(�g) � 0. I.e., � is positive. By (3.2)�(1) = �(1). So � 2 M+(K). It remains to show � � �. This follows again from (3.2)for �C(K) � C(K)Corollary 2. For a measure � 2 M+(K) the following statements are equivalent:(i) � is maximal with respet to �.(ii) �( bf) = �(f) for all f 2 C(K).(iii) �( bf) = �(f) for all f 2 C(K).Proof. (ii) ) (iii) is trivial and (i)) (ii) follows diretly from the last theorem.To prove (iii) ) (i) suppose (iii) and hoose � 2 M+(K) suh that � � �. To show� = � it is suÆient to show �(f) � �(f) for f 2 C(K). Note �rst that � � � means�(g) � �(g) for g 2 �C(K). So for any f 2 C(K) we have �(f) � �( bf) � �( bf). By(iii) the latter one is equal to �(f) whih is the desired assertionWe are now able to prove our main result.Proof of Theorem 3. Let z 2 K be �xed and �z be the boundary measure givenby Corollary 1. Formula (3.1) is equivalent to Æz � �z if one an show that the massof �z is onentrated on ex(K). Theorem 1 supplies the existene of a stritly onvexfuntional f 2 C(K) and Corollary 2 shows that the maximality of �z enfores themass of �z to be onentrated on f bf = fg whih is by Lemma 2 a measurable subset ofex(K)Reall that the funtionals d(�; u) (u 2 M) are onvex. So we obtain as a general-ization of (1.3) the followingCorollary 3. For all z 2 K there exists �z 2 M+1 (K) suh thatd(z; u) � Zex(K) d(t; u) d�z(t) (u 2M): (3:3)



310 T. OkonNow we deal with the onverse question: Given a measure � 2 M+1 (K), does thereexist a point z 2 K suh that (3.1) holds? And additionally, if the answer is aÆrmative,is this point uniquely determined as in the ase of a ompat onvex subset K of anormed linear spae?The answer to the seond question is negative: if we suppose that the set( nXi=1 �i d(xi; �) + � : �; �i 2 [0;1); xi 2 K; n 2 N)is dense in C(K), what means that (3.1) and (3.3) are equivalent, then (see Example 1in Setion 4) z is in general not uniquely determined by the measure �. The answer tothe �rst question is positive:Theorem 6. Let ; 6= K � M be onvex and ompat and let � 2 M+1 (K). Thenthere exists z 2 K suh that (3:1) holds with �z = �.Proof. De�neM' := �x 2 K : '(x) � ZK '(t) d�(t)� (' 2 C(K)):We have to show that \'2C(K)M' 6= ;. For M' being losed subsets of the ompatset K it is suÆient to verify that (M')'2C(K) has the �nite intersetion property.Fix '1; : : : ; 'n 2 C(K) and de�ne  := ('1; : : : ; 'n). Sine M' = M'+ for anyonstant  2 R we an suppose  � 0. To show that the point p = RK  (t) d�(t)belongs to the image of T : K ! 2Rn given by T (x) = fy 2 Rn : y �  (x)g (x 2 K)we suppose p =2 T (K). It an be easily seen that T (K) is onvex and losed. Thereforethere exists a 2 Rn, a � 0 and kak = 1, suh that infy2T (K)ha; yi > ha; pi. Thefuntional � := ha;  i is an element of C(K) and we obtain�(�) = ha; pi < infy2T (K)ha; yi � �a; ZK  (t) d�(t)� = �(�)whih is a ontradition3.2 A Krein-Milman type theorem. The existene of extremal points an be proveddiretly by the lemma of Zorn. However, Theorem 3 tells us that ex(K) is non-emptyand allows us to omit the existene part in order to prove the Krein-Milman Theorem.For the proof we need some additional property of the underlying onvex struturewhih is an extension of the notion of negative urvature of W. Herer [8℄. For themotivation of the following de�nition see also Example 2 in Setion 4 and [12℄.De�nition 7. A metri spae (M;d) with a onvex struture E is said to be ofnegative urvature if for all a; b; ; d 2 M , � 2 [0; 1℄ and x 2 E(�; a; b) there existsx0 2 E(�; ; d) suh that d(x; x0) � (1� �) d(a; ) + � d(b; d): (3:4)Note that for  = d = u this is preisely the variational inequality (2.1).Reall that a map A : M �M ! 2M is lower semiontinuous if for all x 2M �M ,y 2 A(x) and all sequenes xn ! x in M �M there exists a sequene yn ! y in Msuh that yn 2 A(xn) (n 2 N).



Choquet Theory in Metri Spaes 311Theorem 7. Let (M;d) be a metri spae endowed with a onvex struture E whihis of negative urvature, and suppose the maps E(�; �; �) (� 2 [0; 1℄) are lower semion-tinuous. If ; 6= K �M is ompat and onvex, then K = onv ex(K).Proof. Suppose the ontrary, i.e., there exists x 2 K nH where H = onv ex (K).The funtional d(�; H) de�ned by d(y;H) = inffd(y; h) : h 2 Hg (y 2 K) is ontinuous.By the lower semiontinuity of E(�; �; �) (� 2 [0; 1℄) the set H is onvex and, therefore,by the negative urvature of the spae (K; d) the funtional d(�; H) turns out to beonvex. Indeed, for any a; b 2 K, � 2 [0; 1℄ and x 2 E(�; a; b) there exist ; d 2 H suhthat d(a; ) = d(a;H) and d(b; d) = d(b;H). If we hoose x0 as in the de�nition abovewe haved(x;H) � d(x; x0) � (1� �) d(a; ) + � d(b; d) = (1� �) d(a;H) + � d(b;H):I.e., d(�; H) 2 C(K). Theorem 3 assures the existene of �x 2 M+1 (K) suh that (3.1)holds. Then with the ontradition0 < d(x;H) � Zex (K) d(t;H) d�x(t) = 0the statement is proved4. ExamplesAs a �rst example we onsider the ase that there is more than one solution of (2.1).Example 1 (a set-valued onvex struture). IfM is a linear spae and its metri dis indued by a norm then, there exists preisely one onvex struture whih is given byE(�; a; b) = f(1� �) a+ � bg (� 2 [0; 1℄; a; b 2M). This has been shown by S. G�ahlerand G. Murphy [5℄. An essential asssumption to prove the uniqueness in this ase isthat u in (2.1) varies in elements whih are not ontained in the onvex hull of fa; bg.If one onsiders only a onvex subset K of M , the situation an hange drastially aswe will see now.Let M be the Eulidean triangleM = n(a1; a2) 2 R2 : 0 � a2 � a1 � 1o:We endow M with the metri d whih is indued by the maximum norm on R2. For� 2 [0; 1℄ and a = (a1; a2); b = (b1; b2) in M de�neE(�; a; b) = n�(1� �) a1 + � b1; 2� : 2 2 �(1� �) a2 + � b2; b02	o;where b02 = maxn(1� �) a2 + � b2;minf�; 1� �gja1 � b1jo:Beause of minf�; 1� �gja1 � b1j � (1� �) a1 + � b1; (4:1)
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